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TOUGH CASES

DEVICE SPECIFIC AND UNIVERSAL CASES
MODELS AVAILABLE:

iPhone 12 Series
iPhone 11 Series
iPhone 6, 7, 8, SE 2020

Galaxy S21 Plus
Galaxy S20 Ultra
Galaxy S10, S10 Plus

Universal L
Universal XL
Universal XXL

Secure 3 Prong 
Mounting 

System

Shock 
Absorbing 

Silicone Insert 

Water and Dirt 
Proof Outer 

Shell 

FROM £36.99 RRP

Ultimateaddons Apple iPhone motorcycle mount 
cases are designed to offer complete protection to 
your device in all seasons. Robust, waterproof and 
protective against dust ingress, it is the best way to 
keep your phone safe and accessible while riding.

The 3 prong mounting system we supply is super 
secure, quick release and designed to be strong 
and stable even during heavy motorcycle riding 
use. 

Our Tough Cases have been tested against high 
frequency vibrations and are proven to reduce 90% 
of high frequency vibrations. 

Water-Sealed 
Charging 

Port

Full
Camera
Access

Access to 
Touch
Screen



 ATTACHMENTS COMPATIBLE WITH 3 PRONG SECURITY

ATTACHMENTS
The 3 prong mounting system we supply is super secure, 
with a quick release for ease of use it is designed for touring 
and adventure motorcycle use.

THREE PRONG SECURITY

M10 GRIPPER
8-40MM

MIRROR/CROSSBAR
8-16MM

TOP CLAMPFORK STEM
10-24.5MM

HANDLEBAR
16-32MM

MIRROR V2
8-10MM M6 / M8 / M10

FROM £16.00 RRP



CHARGERS

FROM £7.99 RRP
To keep your devices fully charged for your adventures, we 
sell a range of charging leads, adapters and sockets. 
For use with our Tough Cases, we have cables for all 
smartphones which will slot perfectly into the charging 
port while continuing to protect your phone from water 
damage. 

Our 12V Mini Dual USB Charger is designed to allow you 
to charge your USB devices on the move. This snug fit 
design keeps out water, fitting flush to the socket as well 
as providing two covers for when not in use. 
 
Easily connect hardwire waterproof chargers directly to 
your battery, auxiliary, Din / Hella and never run out of 
power again!

GRIP AND GO HOLDER

£24.99 RRP
Wondering how to mount your phone to your motorcycle? 
The Ultimateaddons GRIP & GO UNIVERSAL HOLDER allows 
robust and secure mounting of any smartphone in seconds. 
With a unique adjustable clamp locking system, the holder 
can accommodate smartphones and phablets from 120mm 
to 190mm in length. 

The holder connects using a female 25mm ball attachment 
suitable for any 25mm ball mounts. It attaches in seconds 
with a simple fastening nut. Phone mounting is a simple 
process, just push the top fastener down and tighten into 
place for a secure hold - no need to change or remove your 
phone case!

This product has a solid, high quality build featuring 
aluminium construction and carbon steel screws ensures 
reliability in all weather conditions.

Designed for On 
and Off Road Use

Universal Fit for 
all Smartphones

Strong Metal 
Construction

CHARGING 
WIRES

ADAPTERS/ 
SOCKETS

CHARGING 
KITS



ADAPTERS

£14.99 RRP
This Ultimateaddons version 2 of the 25mm to 3 
prong adapter is one of our most popular adapters to 
fit a wide range of 1” / 25mm ball mounts. This latest 
version is now supplied with push buttons on the 
side for a quick and secure locking system.

ProBike
19-33MM

Quick Release
21-30MM

Helix Swivel Strap
21-40MM

HANDLEBAR ATTACHMENTS

Ultimateaddons handlebar attachments are also 
compatible with the 3 prong mounting system and 
are appropriate for both motorcycle and bicycle use.  
With a range of fixed and swivel options, there is an 
attachment for every preference.

These easy to install attachments are secure and stable 
on any road surface.

FROM £12.00 RRP

Dual Action Camera
20-30MM

Helix Locking Strap
21-40MM

£20.00 RRP
The Ultimateaddons 3” extender has been designed 
to allow you to raise the mounting point higher and 
to give your more freedom on positioning.  This 3 
inch extender can be used on any 25mm 1” ball head 
mounting attachment.

25mm Ball Extender




